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Understand your
audience’s needs to
get better results.
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mployers are struggling
to engage employees in
programs that can materially
improve workers’ lives, health,
and wealth. But relatively few
employees take advantage of
free preventive care or actively
engage in wellness programs
despite incentives — perhaps
because such programs tend
to be one-size-fits-all, and not
very personalized.
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Rather than engage with content
presented in a homogenous way,
employees want content that exactly
fits their needs when they need it.

A recent RAND
Corporation study
prepared for the
Department of Labor
on workplace wellness
programs revealed
that while program
administrators were
using many channels
and messages to share
information, the bulk
of their focus group
participants couldn’t recall
seeing posts or other
communication materials
regarding wellness.

Still, employees want their
employers’ help. And yet American
workers spend an average of six
hours per day on email alone and
more than 11 hours a day across all
electronic media. Rather than engage
with content presented in a homogenous way, employees want content
that exactly fits their needs when
they need it. Engaging an employee’s
attention — especially for benefitsrelated communications — requires
a fresh approach. But how to break
through the noise?
Take a page from the modern
marketer’s handbook. Persona-based
marketing — based on qualitative
and quantitative data — can afford
an edge in capturing attention and
transforming it into action.
A persona is a representation of a
user, one that reflects her general
needs, goals, and challenges. Many of
us are familiar with the “soccer mom”
persona, which has become ubiquitous over time because the persona

defines a mix of environment, needs,
concerns, knowledge, resources, and
desires that lead to better segmentation and personalization.
But we’re already targeting by
generations, you say. The weakness in
using a generational approach is that
it tends to give way to generational
stereotypes. It misses microtrends
that can have a major impact on
employee engagement and wellness.
A Millennial may be struggling with
elder care for parents or grandparents; a Gen Xer may be facing a
divorce and an underwater mortgage;
a Centennial wants an overseas
opportunity. Such individual needs
and differences are rarely accounted
for in broad-brush programs.
The goal, then, is to connect
employees with the HR programs that
meet them where they are in their
lives, regardless of their age. And
that’s where personas come in.
A well-crafted persona puts a
relatable identity on a combination

Case Study

Persona-Based Strategy for Financial Wellness
After implementing persona-based
HR engagement strategy, a large
technology organization of more than
2,500 employees saw a dramatic
increase in employees and their
partners using resources within its
financial wellness programs. The
percentage of microsite visitors who
took subsequent action after viewing
the targeted content was significant,
resulting in benefit-utilization
increases of five to 10 times previous
levels. The data points included:
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❙❙ 4 percent increase in EAP
financial counseling
❙❙ 12 percent increase in 401(k) change
or deferral increase
❙❙ 20 percent increase in use of
college counseling
❙❙ 30 percent increase in initiation of
will-preparation services
❙❙ 35 percent increase in credit
monitoring sign-ups

Art & Science: the journey from cluster analysis, through a program participation heat map, to a full persona. Images courtesy of Mercer.

Each persona
is part art, part
science. A cluster
analysis delivers
the data, but
effective facilitation
will reveal the
people behind
the numbers.

of attributes that align with that
target audience. That alignment — a
form of personalization — is both
novel and familiar enough to break
through the noise.
By analyzing user data across
several attribute categories including
personal (gender, age, zip code) and
financial data, communication preferences, interests, needs, and emotions,
a multidimensional picture of users
emerges. By better understanding
whom you’re marketing to, your
organization can tailor programs
and outreach efforts for greater
relevance and impact.

Do’s and Don’ts of Using Personas
DO

DON’T

Think about your workforce from
many perspectives

Fall back on generational
stereotypes

Use big data to better understand
your workforce

Rely on “like” organizations to
parallel your user base

Validate personas with focus groups

Limit group participation within
a persona

Ask for personal experiences
Label your personas with a
shorthand description
Adjust personas as necessary
Use technology as part of outreach
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Ask for private data
Limit your personas by using
images that introduce bias
Create too many personas

Building the Personas:
Art and Science
This process begins with a cluster
analysis. Almost every organization
has more user data available than
it realizes. Applying cluster analysis
will place users into different subgroups, or clusters. These workforce
clusters establish a basic view of a
firm’s distinct audiences and allow it
to do further analysis against existing
programs to see what’s working, what
isn’t, and where to adjust for better
experiences and value. Each cluster is
identified based on a material statistical difference, so the differences/
contrasts are real.
Each persona is part art, part
science. A cluster analysis delivers
the data, but effective facilitation
will reveal the people behind the
numbers. Once a composite persona
is created, it should be validated via
employee focus groups. Do give each
persona a name, but don’t get too
attached to a ‘perfect’ persona — it’s
likely to change based on feedback.
When it comes to selecting focus
group members, we encourage
organizations to allow employees
to self-identify with one or more
personas — this provides additional
insight into professional and personal
circumstances that drive behavioral
choices. Once focus groups are
complete, refine the composite
personas based on the feedback.
While it may be tempting to create a
dozen or more personas to meet the
uniqueness of employee groups, best

Tell a story from the point of view of a
persona; compare and contrast their
different needs and choices.
practices suggest limiting the number of available personas.
For example, an organization with 2,500 employees may
have five personas; a 5,000-employee organization may
have only seven. Keep it manageable; the relevance will
still be there thanks to cluster analysis and focus groups.

Personas in Action

Image courtesy of Mercer.

Are personas right for
my organization?
Organizations that can benefit from
persona-based strategy:
❙❙ Sizeable employee population: 2500+
❙❙ Internet/intranet access

Once an initial set of personas is built and validated, it is
ready to be incorporated into outreach efforts. Consider
what methods work with employee populations. Brochures
and printed packets sent by mail? Posters in the breakroom? Intranet blurbs? Infographics sent by email? Elevator
ads? Manager-led sessions? Whatever the successful
messaging mix looks like, keep it up. Add in the personas.
Tell a story from the point of view of a persona; compare
and contrast their different needs and choices. This
approach really opens the door to creative communications.
One of the best practices we recommend is the use
of a microsite that features visual representations of the
personas with some inflection words or statements. The
user selects the best-fit persona and is connected to a
curated set of benefits positioned to meet the needs in
the persona. The online personas are fully accessible
by design; any user can access any persona and view its
content and compare it to another.
Instead of the usual complaints, imagine hearing:
“I needed this,” “This is easier,” or “This makes my life
better.” That’s the goal of using persona-based marketing
as an HR engagement strategy. It enables the organization
to move out of compliance mode and into partnership.
And it helps to clearly articulate the value proposition
of benefit programs in a unique, accessible, and meaningful way, resulting in increased participation and user
satisfaction.
Angela Berg is a principal at Mercer in Seattle. Contact her
at angela.berg@mercer.com. David Slavney is a principal at Mercer in
St. Louis. Contact him at david.slavney@mercer.com.

❙❙ Sufficient internal data
❙❙ Room to improve
program participation
❙❙ Range of benefits services offered
❙❙ Organization changing benefits
(example: post-M&A)

resources plus
For more information, books and
education related to this topic, log
on to www.worldatwork.org and
use any or all of these keywords:
❙❙ Benefits Communication
❙❙ Employee Engagement
❙❙ HR Programs.
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